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The Unauthorized
Brompton Touring Guide
Foldable bicycles work well for travel
➺ RUSS ROCA AND LAURA CRAWFORD of Path Less Pedaled have been

churning out bicycle-travel inspiration for years, and they are honest and
knowledgable in the feedback and advice they share with readers. The same
is true of their latest e-book, which explores the utility of Brompton foldable
bikes as vehicles for multi-modal touring. Brompton bikes, as they point
out, are not designed to withstand the sorts of punishment that they have
subjected them to, hence “unauthorized.” Along with helpful packing lists,
instructional videos, and zombie-apocalypse drawings, this book provides
exhaustive technical details to show you exactly how a Brompton bike can
become a staple of bicycle touring. The Unauthorized Brompton Touring Guide
is $20 and can be purchased directly from pathlesspedaled.com.

guide to taking better pictures sums this e-book
up pretty well. Paul Jeurissen is a veteran
Adventure Cyclist contributor and guest blogger
whose cover shot for the February 2009 feature
“Woman in Red” made me pick up Adventure
Cyclist from the floor of a friend’s bathroom and
“borrow” it, and from thence, my love of bicycle
touring was born. Jeurissen’s e-book, which is
downloadable in PDF form, can be read from
desktop computers, laptops, and on many mobile
devices. The best part: It’s free! Part one of this
e-book offers ideas for bicycle-tourists-turnedamateur photographers on how to improve their
bicycle-touring pictures. Part two deals with
photo copyright and model-release information,

The Bar
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and the
Beast

Bennett’s Mud Sweat,
& Gears takes readers
on a scenic cycling trip
through the roads of
Britain. The gist of it is,
Ellie’s friend suggests a
bike trip from one end of
Great Britain to the other,

as well as guides for submitting your images
to magazines and companies. Ahem. Let’s see
those photos, everyone! “Hopefully, this guide
will inspire bicycle travelers to capture what
they experienced on the road,” said Paul. To
download a copy of Paul Jeurissen’s e-book, visit
his blog, bicyclingaroundtheworld.nl/bicyclephotography-e-book.
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